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During World War ii, the Royal Society for the Prevention 

of Accidents (ros pa) produced a series of accident prevention

posters aimed at workers in the industrial factories and

workshops supplying the British war effort. These safety

posters challenge several orthodox opinions about propaganda

and Modernism in Britain. One is that propaganda images

necessarily conform to a rhetoric of aggression, masculinity

and nationalism and that the content of propaganda is always

duplicitous. The posters reveal an embrace of Modernist design

practice that is at odds with the prevailing conservatism and

banal realism of much war propaganda. They are also proof 

of a willingness, not always acknowledged in Britain, to engage

with Modernism to promote progressive social policies and

worker welfare. The ros pa posters are the first of their type

anywhere in the world, and offer a marked contrast to other

industrial propaganda, produced elsewhere, that address issues

of productivity only by reference to effort and output. 

Such safety posters give visual expression to the hopes

expressed by Walter Benjamin for a socially progressive,

politically engaged, mass-produced and widely distributed form

of graphic communication as a significant evolution of the

Modernist project. Their messages recognise the radical

potential of ordinary people to effect social change –

something that was identified by Antonio Gramsci during the

1920s and 30s, and then espoused by George Orwell in 1941 

as a necessary, but insufficient, condition of victory.

The origins of ros pa are to be found at the end of World 

War i when metropolitan areas came under air attack and a

blackout was enforced. The changed environment immediately

caused an increase in accidents between motor vehicles and

pedestrians, so the London Safety First Association (l s fa) was

formed to remedy this through education. Other metropolitan

areas formed their own safety associations and these were

merged to form the National Safety First Association (n s fa). 

The efforts of the n s fa were directed, during the 1930s, into

three areas of accident prevention. The first was road safety, 

the second home safety and the third was industrial safety. 

The models for the effective propagandising of these activities

were based around a week of safety awareness events. These

comprised flag days, exhibitions and safety stories fed to the

local press. The co-ordination of these public relations exercises

allowed for the n s fa to communicate effectively with its

metropolitan and provincial audiences, but there was little use

of visual propaganda, there being no structured environment

for its display. 

The outbreak of World War i i in September 1939 altered 

the context irrevocably. Safety became part of a discourse of

national survival, and industrial safety was the issue at which

1. Manfred Reiss. This poster,
printed in a single pass
t h rough a two-colour offset
litho machine, shows the
design possibilities
determined by the technical
c o n s t raints of RoSPA’s
printers. The red and blue
b a c k g round colours are
printed by the first roller using
the ‘split-duct’ process (see
box, p.37). The hand and text
a re defined by the ‘white’
b a c k g round paper stock and
the mechanical benday tint.
The stock image of the eye
completes the design thro u g h
the second ro l l e r ’s black
printing. The entire design is
assembled using a process of
technical specification
itemised by the designer:
design and print are combined
in a single process of
mechanical re p roduction. 
All the posters in this essay
date from 1939-45, and come
f rom the collection of Paul and
K a ren Rennie, except where
otherwise noted.
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issues of war production, efficiency and victory converged. Lord

McGowan, President of the n s fa, expressed the importance of

safety work by observing that, ‘an accident in the works is as

much a gain to the enemy as a casualty in the armed forces’. 

Before long, all industrial safety activity was co-opted within

the Ministry of Labour and National Service (mol). The

Ministry had been placed, in May 1940, under the leadership 

of trades unionist Ernest Bevin who recognised the potential 

of the safety association, now re-named ros pa, in addressing 

the problem of safety and of advancing issues of worker welfare

decisively. The circumstances of war and of industrial

expansion (required to meet the requirements of the military)

brought an influx of new workers, including women, into the

factories. Bevin understood that their inexperience, together

with the urgency of the task and the conditions of war would

make safety a primary concern of employment.

Bevin had become aware of the potential of graphic

propaganda through a friendship with Frank Pick of London

Transport. Pick is credited with creating a wholly integrated

and coherent environment comprising architecture,

engineering, posters and typography to project the corporate

values of the new organisation: his achievements at London

Transport established new benchmarks for corporate identity.

Now Bevin realised that if he could establish a similar

projection through his Welfare Division, this time based on 

the idea of a safe and civilised working environment, he could

effect a permanent change in the relations between capital and

labour in Britain. The circumstances of war gave him an

opportunity to accelerate his project and to cement worker

welfare as a primary responsibility of capital. Bevin understood

that, politically, any postwar settlement would be unable to

return to the dark days of labour relations during the 1930s. 

Bevin and Pick (both from Nonconformist backgrounds)

shared a belief in the utopian potential of industry, labour 

and socialism. Bevin’s character was less austere than Pick’s 

and was always quick to acknowledge effort with praise. 

The ros pa leadership shared this view: Lord McGowan urged

his membership to remember that, ‘a smile will often get more

done than a threat or scowl.’

m o d e r nism mobili s e d

ros pa’s accident prevention posters were produced during w w i i,

under severe financial and time pressures. The posters were

part of a package of propaganda material sent out to the

member factories and workshops. The ‘Industrial Service’ 

was delivered on a subscription basis, and comprised

pamphlets and educational notes along with three types of

poster. The posters were of the slogan, the comic-strip and the

message varieties. It was this last category that provided the

most interesting scope for designers. 

ros pa recognised that their propaganda would remain

ineffective without a safety structure in place among the

management and workforce of client firms. Accordingly, 

they suggested that safety representatives should be chosen 

to initiate new workers and that, in addition to a tour of the

factory, the initiation should include demonstrations and talks.

These would obviously be more effective if carried out in a

designated ‘classroom’ space, and it was suggested that a

permanent poster display environment should be maintained

within this space. Other designated display sites should also 

be established in the workspace and in the social areas. ros pa

suggested that their poster material should be displayed so as 

2. Leonard Cusden. Th e
d ramatic shift of scale
between the two elements 
in the design draws attention
to their relationship. 
3. Tom Eckersley. Many of the
R o S PA posters address their
campaign through simple
messages of ‘common sense’.
A substantial reduction in
minor accidents could be
p romoted through the corre c t
s t e w a rdship of the workplace
and through the promotion 
of best practice in tidiness,
efficiency and consideration 
to others. Another example 
of designing for the ‘split-
duct’ process. From the
Eckersley Arc h i v e, London
College of Communication. 

S P L I T-DUCT PRINTING
The RoSPA posters are all
double crown size (20 by 30
inches portrait). In 1951
Sidney Grummitt, technical
d i re c t o r, described the
c o n s t raints within which the
R o S PA posters were printed.
Chief among them was a
re q u i rement for economy that
limited the printing of posters 
to a single run through a
t w o-colour machine. 
In order for this not to limit
the designer too much the
s p l i t-duct process, was used
at Loxley Brothers (see Box
on page 41) to effect ‘four-
colour printing’ from a single

pass through the machine.
The inking trough along the
f ront of the machine is
divided so that two coloure d
inks may be fed into the
p ress. This is typically used
to print a two-colour
b a c k g round. The second
plate prints a black key ov e r
the colours and a thre e -
colour design is achieved
using a single pass through a 
two-colour machine. Th e
p rocess of split-duct printing
re q u i res careful machine
minding, since at high
speeds, mechanical vibra t i o n
of may cause the inks to
s p read and mix together.

3

When the opportunity arose, the
forces of Modernism were decisively
mobilised to serve the war effort
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4-6 (opposite). Tom Eckersley. 
4. A dramatic and economical
design, using photography 
and overprinting to create 
a powerful image. Near the
c e n t re of the design, the
re g i s t ration marks, which
s h ow traces of mechanical
tint, draw attention to the
i m a g e ’s industrialised origins.
From the collection of Ly n n
Trickett. 5 and 6. Th e s e
posters were printed two up
for reasons of economy and 
to make best use of paper
re s o u rces. RoSPA posters
w e re also sometimes perfect
printed recto and verso. Fro m
the Eckersley Arc h i v e, London
College of Communication. 
7. G. R. Morris. The dra m a t i c
close-up of the face re v e a l s
both the potential of
p h o t o g raphy and its limits in
relation to poster design. At
this size, 20 x 30 inches, the
halftone still holds the image
in sharp enough re s o l u t i o n .
The dramatic cropping of the
face helps ov e rcome the
technical deficiencies.

Eckersley was RoSPA’s most prolific
designer, visualising solutions while
working on his RAF maps by day

to alternate slogan posters with visual material. The displays

should be maintained, ros pa suggested, so as not to become

stale and to engage the workforce with a regularly changing

series of messages. 

This achievement of the ros pa posters needs to be placed 

in context. In Britain, before w w i i, the poster industry was

carefully controlled. Outdoor poster display sites were limited

and expensive. The indoor display of notices and posters was

not a significant requirement before the [postwar] advent of the

welfare state. The printing of large-scale colour poster images

had evolved as a specialised branch of the colour lithographic

printing industry. This had been the main process for

industrial jobs such as packaging, point-of-sale and advertising

work since about 1860. The craft traditions and specialist plant

associated with this kind of litho work made access to poster

printing beyond all but the largest regional printers. (A quick

look at, say, railway advertising from the 1930s will confirm

that all the posters are printed by a very small number of

firms.) In consequence, the absence in Britain of typo-photo

and other process work associated with Modernist graphic

design is as much due to conservative industrialists and

craftsmen as with any aesthetic or political hostility to design.

When the opportunity arose, the forces of Modernism were

rapidly and decisively mobilised to serve the war effort.

After 1941, the designer Leonard Cusden was retained as

creative advisor to guide designers through the difficulties of

the process. In addition to the technical expertise of Cusden

and ros pa technical director Sidney Grummitt, the campaign

was strengthened within the ros pa administration by the
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presence of Ashley Havinden and Tom Eckersley on the

Publicity committee. Havinden was a pioneer advertising

executive in Britain who had worked in Berlin during the 1920s

where he had helped to establish an international office for the

Crawford agency. In consequence he became one of a relatively

small number of English business people with any knowledge

of German, Russian and Dutch experimentation in the graphic

arts. Accordingly, when the political climate in Germany

became hostile to this form of Modernism, Havinden was able

to help Gropius, Moholy-Nagy and Herbert Bayer as they

passed through Britain during the 1930s.

The mythology of Modernism suggests a narrative that

connects Moscow, Berlin, Paris and New York while ignoring

Britain. The movement of the stellar Bauhaus names to

America might be taken to confirm this narrative. In fact, many

other designers arrived in Britain and stayed. Havinden was

well placed through his role of creative director at Crawford’s

and as a member of the ros pa publicity committee to help these

designers by providing a steady flow of jobs. 

h av i nden’s creative recruitment 

By the advent of World War ii, Tom Eckersley and his colleague

Eric Lombers (with whom he had worked since 1934) were

acknowledged as two of the foremost poster designers in

Britain. By 1939 the former had already produced work for

London Transport under the patronage of Frank Pick and for

Jack Beddington at Shell-Mex and b p. The advent of war split

Eckersley’s partnership with Lombers as both entered the

Services. Eckersley joined the r a f where he was employed in

the cartographic section. Remarkably, he became ros pa’s most

prolific designer for the duration. He was able, through a

process of visualising, to imagine a solution to a particular

ros pa brief while working on his r a f maps. Immediately he was

home he would rush to the studio and complete the artwork

for submission.

ros pa’s resources were fewer than those available to the

Ministry of Information, who were able to recruit the best 

of London’s creative talent. Both Pick and Beddington, for

example, found roles at moi where they were able to direct the

production of intelligent propaganda. Accordingly, Havinden’s

experience as creative director was put to use in the creation 

of a roster of designers and illustrators, including Robin Day,

Abram Games, Pat Keely, Jan Lewitt and George Him, Arthur

Mills, Desmond Moore, G. R. Morris, Manfred Reiss and Arnold

Rothholz among others. The list is notable for the inclusion of

many young émigré talents who might reasonably be identified

as ‘outsiders’. ros pa’s use of humour to communicate its

message also gave an opportunity for illustrators such as Harry

Rowntree, Peter Mendoza and F. Kenwood Giles to find work. 

The wartime difficulties faced by these designers should not

be underestimated. Arnold Rothholz, for example, had come to

Britain from Germany at the beginning of the 1930s. He had

studied art to prepare for a career in commercial art and design.

At the outbreak of war he was deported to Canada as an enemy

alien before being allowed to return and resume his work. Hans

Schleger was so appalled by the advent of war that he became

seriously depressed and was unable to work. The lifeline

offered to designers by Havinden and ros pa was significant.

The administrators of the ros pa campaign decided that the 

use of shocking and disturbing images was unlikely to change

behaviour. They concentrated their efforts in creating a

coherent framework, for the visual expression of a threat 

8. Pat Keely. Many new
workers had little experience
of the overwhelming scale of
the industrial factory. In one
of the few RoSPA posters that
alludes to the realities of
working in such large spaces,
K e e l y ’s design emphasises 
the dangers and urges
caution. Pat Keely also
p roduced posters for the GPO
during the 1940s. Courtesy
Imperial War Museum.
9 and 10 (opposite). Posters 
by H. A. Rothholz, from the
Rothholz arc h i v e. 9. Many
accidents were caused
t h rough pranks, jokes and
initiations that went wrong. 
10. The entry of women into
the industrial effort of Wo r l d
War II was a phenomenon that
a l t e red the social dynamics of
family and work place. Fe m a l e
workers were especially
v u l n e rable to accidents
involving hair and machinery,
so RoSPA produced posters 
to promote workwear defined
by practicality and style. Th e
campaign was supported by
the fashion pre s s .
11. Tom Eckersley. Th e
magnified portion of the ro p e,
revealing thin sharp strands 
of metal ready to catch the
u n w a r y, is re p ro d u c e d
p h o t o g ra p h i c a l l y. From the
Eckersley Arc h i v e, London
College of Communication. 

R o S PA’S PRINTERS
Loxley Brothers of Sheffield
printed all RoSPA’s industrial
p ropaganda. They were a
Quaker printing firm with close
links to Row n t re e ’s of Yo r k ,
one of the great Quaker
enterprises (and pioneers of
worker welfare, stake-holding
and communitarianism).
Loxley produced point-of-sale
and other printed matter for
R ow n t re e ’s, and the
relationship was further
s t rengthened when J. B.
M o r rell of Row n t re e ’s bought
out the Loxley family interests. 
M o r rell understood that the
p rosperity of any printing firm

was based on the extra
capacity made possible by
mechanical processes and by
making the maximum use of
personnel and plant. Loxley
B rothers were equipped, after
1925, with rotary litho pre s s e s
by Cra b t ree of Leeds. Th e s e
p resses were designed for
two-colour work from zinc
plates. The make ready of
sensitised plates was, along
with half-tone processes, at
the leading edge of printing
developments before WWII. 
In 1940, when RoSPA suddenly
re q u i red posters to be printed
quickly and in great number
Loxley met the challenge.

RoSPA realised that ‘an accident in 
the works is as much a gain to the 
enemy as a casualty in the forces’

8

9 10
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that could be minimised through education, collective and

individual responsibility and by the observation of simple,

common-sense rules. The visual language used to express these

ideas drew effectively on that of Surrealism and of the

international left to create a wide-ranging, sophisticated visual

language that reached beyond the workplace and established 

a sense of community unencumbered by traditional class

distinctions. Capital and labour are held in relation to each

other by rights and responsibilities on both sides. 

e n v i s a g i ng communi t y

The effectiveness of the ros pa campaign during w w i i is easily

judged by its great success in reducing the number of

workplace accidents. After the war, industry remained ros pa’ s

largest area of activity. Yet when British manufacturing went

into decline, the sector seemed to disappear. Today, ros pa’ s

activities are focused on home safety, road safety and what is

now called occupational health, the white-collar equivalent 

of industrial health and safety. 

The significance of the ros pa campaign can be understood 

by contrasting it to the prevailing tone of industrial messages

elsewhere during w w i i .u s propaganda was all about output

and productivity. Worker welfare is associated with the

benefits – expressed as earning power and higher levels of

consumption – of working harder and longer. Historians Bird

and Rubenstein have argued that the economic miracle of

American war production was expressed as the consequence 

of us managerial expertise, planning and efficiency.
1

T h i s

allowed for the rehabilitation of corporate interests tarnished

by the 1930s slump. After the war, the productive power of the

United States was recognised as a decisive element in victory,

and corporate America took the plaudits ahead of organised

labour. The propaganda images of wwii anticipate, suggest Bird

and Rubenstein, the alignment of corporate interests and of

Madison Avenue so that American graphic design evolves to

serve the interests of consumer capitalism. 

In postwar Britain, the creation of the welfare state offered

an opportunity for the projection of what Stuart Hall has called

‘Social Vision’.
2

This offered the possibility of a Utopian society

based around the idea of individuals configured by values as

much as consumption. By the 1960s, the pressures of consumer

culture began to erode the platform of class solidarity and

community that had supported the project. Hall has identified

the social realist photographic essays of P i c t u re Po s t(1938-57) 

as the exemplar of this type of discourse, which can also be seen

in the documentary films of Humphrey Jennings and the

Crown Film Unit. The wartime safety posters of ros pa are 

an equally powerful projection of this ‘social vision’. 

1. W. L. Bird and H. R. Rubenstein, Design For Vi c t o r y. 

New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 1998

2. Stuart Hall, The Social Eye of Picture Post, 

Working Paper in Cultural Studies, no. 2, 1972, pp.71-120

The visual language reached beyond
the workplace to establish a sense of
community unencumbered by class

12. H. A. Rothholz. The use of
wooden models is a re f e re n c e
to the Surrealists’ use of such
fi g u res, particularly Man Ray’s
famous series of photogra p h s .
13. Tom Eckersley. Th e
damaged hammer and cold
chisel are identified as safety
h a z a rds awaiting return to the
q u a r t e r m a s t e r. RoSPA
identified ‘mushroomed tools’
as a too frequent cause of eye
injury through metal splinters.
The wearing of safety glasses,
along with efficient
quartermastering, was an
inexpensive and effective
p revention of this type of
i n j u r y. From the collection 
of Lynn Tr i c k e t t .
14. G. R. Morris. Th e
p h o t o g raphic image evokes 
a documentary realism as 
well as alluding, through the
symbolism of the cra c k e d
glass, to the left-wing
i c o n o g raphy and class
solidarity of Eisenstein’s
Battleship Po t e m k i n. Courtesy
Imperial War Museum. 12
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